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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Keith Reynolds impulsively buys a
secondhand metal detector and uses it during a camping weekend with his wife, sister-in-law and
her husband. The discovery by the metal detector and subsequent illicit removal of a handgun from
a disused Ministry of Defence (MOD) site, leads to Keith being implicated in the unsolved murder of
a senior policeman s brother. The policeman is due for retirement, but has vowed to catch his
brother s killer. With only Keith s fingerprints on the gun and the illicit way he smuggled it out of the
MOD grounds, Keith has difficulty proving to the police how it came to be in his possession. News of
the gun s discovery leads the real killer to try and retrieve it before ballistic testing begins. From
here, the thrilling murder mystery becomes a paranormal adventure as The Metal Detector takes
some strange and dangerous turns. Born in London, Alan Clarke is a technical writer in the nuclear
industry. He now lives in the Lake District. Publisher s website: /AlanClarke.
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Reviews
An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dominic Collins
This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n Von
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